
Analysis and Preparation for Compliant (Dir56) Well Licensing

XI Technologies’ H2S Reports is the industry’s foremost H2S research tool. This 
web-based application delivers everything you need to assess the potential 
release rate for a prospective drilling site. For regulatory compliance, it is a critical 
tool to evaluate and calculate the information, but remember you are not finished 
yet.

An essential component will always remain: expert, professional analysis, that a 
qualified analyst apply the information to the well in question, in order to produce 
an H2S assessment. 

When resources are scarce, experience is limited, and deadlines are imminent, our 
clients are looking for cost effective solutions.

Introducing XI’s new H2S Complete service: Expert analysis and documentation of 
your H2S release rate assessment for compliant well licensing (AER Directive 56)

aFast results - Reports delivered in under one week

aLow cost - Spend hundreds, not thousands on data analysis

aExpert analysts - Professionals with years of regulatory experience doing the work. 

aDelegated tasks - Let your engineers be engineers, not data hunters

aImproved due diligence - Individual assessments per location (preferred by the  
AER) without added cost or redundancy

There is no need to make the choice between due diligence and cost efficiency. 
Hand the task of H2S release rate calculations to us. We provide a faster turn 

around, save you money and improve your regulatory compliance.  

You’ll recieve your H2S release rate assessment quickly, and performed by 
qualified by professionals with years of specialized experience. If you’re already 
outsourcing this work, pay only for what you need.

Fast results. Low Cost. Expert Analysis. Improve due diligence.

The biggest risk is doing nothing.

H2S Complete
H2S Release Rate Assessment

  Other Available 
  Regulatory Applications:

H2S Reports

H2S Reports is the foremost H2S Research 
application in the industry and allows you 
to quickly assess a prospective drilling site 
for H2S release rate potential. 

Surface Casing

Integral to a comprehensive drilling 
program, the Surface Casing Report (now 
on the web) provides the minimum surface 
casing depth required to satisfy the AERs 
Directive 008. 

Drill Problems

Drill Problems Report is a fast, easy way to 
survey a particular area for known problems  
that have occurred.  This report offers 
critical information on, Loss Circulations, 
Kicks, Blows/Blow Outs and Water flows.

Learn more about H2S Complete

xitechnologies.com



FAQ’s

Who will perform the analysis
XI has partnered with a diverse group of drilling professionals and analysts,
ranging from AER auditors,  Regulatory Experts,  professional Drilling Engineers & 
Geologists.

What is the Scope?

H2SComplete is the combination of reliable information and analytical interpretation 
to qualify results. The result is a report that will allow you to make final decisions and 
prepare for well license application. It cannot replace the requirement for an Operators’ 
sign-off, which involves both engineering and geology.

What if I don’t have the engineering/geology available in house?
Several of our partner analysts are available on a consulting basis to take your project 
to a more comprehensive level. We will coordinate a solution between our partners and 
clients, no matter what the needs are. 

What is the time frame to complete a project?

Depending on complexity of the well and its location, an H2S Complete report could be 
delivered within 4-7 business days. We also provide ‘rush orders’ (for an additional 
cost), which can be completed in 2-4 business days.

Do I own the work once complete?

We provide all documentation and source material to our clients. The H2S Report itself 
is ordered under the client’s account, making it easy to access the search and review 
our analysts comments and changes.

How do I get started?

To receive a more exact estimate of time and cost, clients will complete a simple 
request form detailing the specifics of the well. 

Learn more about H2S Complete

xitechnologies.com

For more information about H2S Complete ,
Please visit xitechnologies.com or call 403.296.0964

aAttention to detail
      Without the Resource Strain

aCompliance
      Without the overhead

aCompleted Tasks
   Without the Distraction 

aOutsourcing
      Without outrageous costs

aExtend your investment
      With Insight
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